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Allegro con brio
Adagio
Allegretto con variazioni
EDOUARD LALO (1823-1892)
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Allegro moderato
Romance: Andante
Scherzo: Allegretto
Finale: Recitativo - Allegro
- INTERMISSIONJOIIA NES BRAHMS (1833-1897)
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Allegro con brio
Scherzo: Allegro molto
Adagio
Allegro

"
Photographinl; and sound rccordin.l; arc prohihitcd.

\\'e further request that audible pal;in~ devices not he used
durinl; performances. Pagin~ arrnn~cmcms may he made with the ushers.
~lanin ~lerritt - Sta!;c 11anai;er

Tim Dickson - Technical Director and Lighting Designer

Program Desi.l;n hy Geri Snider Creati\'C 8crvices

This project is funded in part by the City of llouston and the Te:xas Commission on the Arcs
through the Cultural Arts Council of Houston/I Iarris County.
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LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)
Woe to the giant who regularly writes works of genius. When he
composes something that is merely wonderful, the carping of critics
knows no bounds. Thus it is that the Piano trio in B-flat Major, Opus 11,
composed in 1 798 at the very end of Beethoven's youth- when he was
a rising star and had not yet realized he would be permanently deafhas been called "superficial" and "lightweight." The truth is that it is
charming and beautifully put together, and although it lacks the extraordinary originality of so many of Beethoven's other compositions, no one
with any sense would be ashamed to have written such a gem. Nor is it
lacking in moments of sheer melodic beauty, high humor, verve and
dash. It was apparently written for a clarinetist of Beethoven's acquaintance, and published to be played with either that instrument or violin,
piano and cello.
The first movement opens in a unison display of brisk energy after
which the sonorities of each instrument are presented to the audience
and the work settles down to a world of delicate and safe stability.
The musical ideas are couched in crystalline, classic sonata formfirst theme, second theme, development, recapitulation, and, to keep
the audience on its toes, a false ending preceding the conclusion.
The second movement is a beautiful, halting Adagio aria that is
introduced by the cello and echoed by the violin in a true, lyrical
partnership. Instead of the usual aria form in which there is a melody,
a middle section and a return to the original melody, this movement
too, is in sonata form, with the cello again given the opportunity to
introduce the new theme.
The last movement is one of Beethoven's frolics- a set of nine lively
variations on the saucy aria "Pria ch'io l'impegno" ("Before that which
I intended") from a contemporary opera. The composer and each

instrumentalist get a chance to show off their technique individually
and in ensemble, and the audience gets a chance to be amused.

Program note© by Nora Avins Klein, October, 2001
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EDOUARD LALO (1823-1892)
In all the years we have been presenting chamber music, no one
has ever offered to play for us the Lalo Trio in C Minor, Op. 7 until
tonight. Lalo is best known for his violin concerto, Symphonie

Espagnole written in 1873. But, like Beethoven, his first efforts and
a central love of his musical life was chamber music. It was Lalo's
misfortune that there was no audience for such music in Paris at
the time- its citizens preferring light opera- so he supported himself
as a violinist, violist and teacher. Lalo's passion for chamber music led
him to become a founding member of an important string quartet
that aimed to create a public for the genre by performing the quartets
of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn and Schumann. In this
Berlioz may have encouraged him, with whom he worked and who
was a staunch defender of Beethoven's compositions. The revival of
interest in chamber music in Paris in the 1850's was in great part due
to Lalo's efforts.
This lovely trio, written around 1850 when the composer was in
his twenties, was one of his first published works. It offers no surprises
to our ears, but was considered difficult and too advanced for the publishers to whom it was first introduced. It is crafted in the classic forms
of his predecessors; its sweeping lyricism brings to mind the glowing
richness of the early Romantics-Mend elssohn and Schumann. The
work is in the traditional four movements. It is interesting that for
his chamber music debut he should have chosen C minor, the key
that Beethoven reserved for some of his most dramatic works.
A cello solo opens the Allegro moderato, as it will for all but
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sion, the way it is treated is pure late Brahms. It is terse, driven by the
mix of harmonic and rhythmic motion that Brahms understood so
supremely well.
When one of his good friends protested that he had no right to
intrude his "master-to uch on this loveable, if sometimes vague production of your youth", she was immediate ly persuaded by the strength
of the revised version once she played it. Music lovers of the past 100
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years have agreed with her.
Styra Avins © October 2, 2001
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Audiences around the world respond with standing ovations to
what critics call the "gusto" and "heart stopping mastery" of the
Grammy-n ominated Eroica Trio. The Trio won the prestigious 1991
Naumburg Award, resulting in an acclaimed Lincoln Center Debut, and
has since toured the United States, Europe, and Asia. While maintainin g
this demanding concert schedule, the Eroica has released four celebrated recordings for Angel/EM! Classics Records, garnering multiple
Grammy nomination s.
During the 2001 -2002 season, the Eroica Trio performs throughout
the United States and abroad. Highlights of the season include the world
premiere of Kevin Kaska's Triple Concerto, written expressly for the
Trio and performed with the Saint Louis Symphony and conductor
Hans Vonk. Other engagemen ts include performanc es in Los Angeles,
New York, Seattle, Houston, Atlanta, Cincinnati , and Indianapoli s. An
extensive internation al tour takes the Trio to the Far East visiting such
cities as Singapore, Hong Kong, Taipei and Seoul in the fall of 2001.
This season, the group will perform the Beethoven Triple Concerto with
the Kansas, Madison, Florence and Memphis Symphony Orchestras .
Immediate ly following its acclaimed Carnegie Hall debut in 1997,
the Eroica Trio was offered an exclusive recording contract by

exhuberance of his overflowing musical imagination and talent at that
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early age. When he came to revise the rambling work, 35 years later,
he kept all of the major themes intact, streamlining the work and in
a few crucial places, providing new, more contrasting material for
second themes.
"I haven't put a wig on it, but merely combed its hair," Brahms
wrote to a friend by way of announcing a performance of the old-new
trio in 1890. That he succeeded in blending old and new so seamlessly
still astonishes those who know both versions, and says something about
the unity of musical vision Brahms maintained throughout his life.
The trio is built on a grand scale, with four movements in classical
forms: sonata-allegro for the first, an ABA scherzo with contrasting
middle section for the second, slow movement with contrasting middle
section for the third, and another sonata-allegro to end.
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The work opens with a sinuous melody begun by the piano and
joined by the cello. It creates a glow which hovers over much of the
work. Particularly worth noticing is the recapitulation, which enters
almost unnoticed in a minor key, and simply mutates into the second
part of the opening theme. Listen for the place where cello and violin
play in unison (a marvelous effect) and then effortlessly split apart
from each other while continuing their singing lines.
The scherzo is positively Mendelssohnian, and apart from the coda,
y

is essentially as the 20-year old wrote it. Note particularly the ominous
little counter-melody heard in the A section of the scherzo, which
changes character entirely and reappears as the theme of the lyric
middle section.
The mystical music of the third movement would be extraordinary
regardless of the age of the person who created it. Coming from the pen
of a 20-year old, it is probably the most surprising portion of the work.
While a dramatic cello melody brings the movement down to earth temporarily, it ends as it began, in some other world. This is by far the most
difficult movement of the trio to play successfully.
Although the last movement also uses material from the first ver-
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one of the remaining movements. We hear at once the fine writing for
each instrument individually and in rich combination. We hear, too, the
shift to a major key for the second theme in traditional sonata form-but
not the expected major key! And in fact, although the formal structure of the
movement is as expected, the key relationships-the color changes-are not.
In the beautiful Romance that follows, Lalo follows this key (color)
pattern, setting it initially in that same major key. The movement appears
to us as a set of variations on a lovely aria, rotating through a series of skillful modulations negotiated by various combinations of the instruments.
A well-proportioned Scherzo follows in the tradition set by Beethoven,
and here Lalo treats our ears to the expected key combinations.
Again led by the cello in an opening solo recitative, the Finale sweeps
along in a sometimes darkly lyrical drama in waltz time. Although one can
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discern signposts of traditional form, the movement has a less formal contour
than the classical forms, leaving a final impression of a harmonious, freeflowing invention - mildly innovative, tasteful and satisfying.

Program note © by Nora Avins Klein, October, 2001
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JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833-1897)
The extraordinary thing about the trio on tonight's program, Brahms's
Op. 8, is that he wrote it twice: once as a 20-year old, the second time at
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the mature age of 56. It is the second version that we will hear tonight.
In its original form, this is the music Brahms was working on when his
benefactor and idol, Robert Schumann, attempted suicide, in February,
1854. This is also the first of Brahms's works to be played anywhere in the
ew World (November 27, 1855, in New York City.) Fortunately for us, the
trio was pretty much completed by the time of the Schumann catastrophe,
thereby escaping the disruption in creativity that beset Brahms over the
next few years. On the contrary, the work exuded the youthful glow of
success the newly-famous Brahms had just achieved, and the power and

Angel/EM! Classics Records. The Trio's self-titled debut CD was awarded NPR Performance Today's "Debut Recording of the Year." The ensemble's second disc concentrates on the works of Dvorak, Shostakovich
and Rachmaninoff and was nominated for two Grammy Awards. The
Eroica Trio's critically-acclaimed third recording, entitled "Baroque,"
spent nine months in the top 20 on Billboard's charts. The group's next
album, "Pasion," was released in October 2000 and features Argentinean,
Brazilian and Spanish composers. The Trio's fifth album for Angel/EM!
Classics Records, dedicated to the music of Brahms, is scheduled for
release in January 2002.
The Eroica Trio has appeared on numerous television programs
including ABC's The View, CNN's Showbiz Today, CBS and ABC News,
CBS The Morning Show and Saturday Morning, A&E Breakfast with
the Arts, The Oxygen Network, Bloomberg TV and Fox's The Crier
Report. It has been featured in Elle, Glamour, Vanity Fair, Detour,
Marie Claire, Bon Appetit, Time Out New York, Strings, Piano, Gramophone and Chamber Music magazines. Grand Marnier has created a
new cocktail dubbed The Eroica, unveiled for the release of the "Pasion"
recording. The Seattle based vineyard Chateau Sainte Michelle also
named one of their vintage Rieslings in honor of the Trio.
Erika Nickrenz, Adela Pena, and Sara Sant'Ambrogio are all topranked, ·award-winning soloists who have performed on many of the
world's great stages. The group's members also share a unique history,
having known each other since childhood. The Eroica Trio is based
in New York City where its members maintain a close musical and
personal friendship.
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Visit the Eroica Trio on the Internet at
HYPERLINK

STEINWAY PIANO

HTTP://W\VW.EROICATRIO.COM

ANGEL/EM! CLASSICS

WWW.EROICATRIO.COM
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